Dear Sir,

The village consisted of 236 homes, your intention of 220 is very excessive. The village has minimum amenities, infrastructure is nil. Proposing to put the majority of Housing to the side and rear of Manor Road makes the Village twice the size!

Perhaps a Village Green, Play Area or talked about Allotments to the rear of Manor Road and to the side of School Lane would isolate the New Build, give us Residents some still rural views, keep some space and also keep some light!. This would balance the Village, then maybe it would be more aesthetically pleasing for all residents, still giving the Village a rural feel and most of all a central location!

Once again 200 plus homes in a small isolated hamlet is excessive!

(Let me be clear, NO build is what I want!)

But the Biggest problem because of the ISOLATION of the District has to be the ENVIRONMENT, the ECO SYSTEM and the blight of the modern age: POLLUTION!

In an ISOLATED area with NO INDUSTRY how do you justify the ENVIRONMENT, the ECO SYSTEM and POLLUTION!

All three items will have a massive impact going forward for our future generations!

These are my strong objections!

Yours faithfully,

E.C. Reynolds.